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About This Game

A soldier wakes up in darkness with a headache - where is he, and how did he get here?

Towards The Pantheon: Escaping Eternity is a prequel mystery game that follows the journey of this soldier before the
events of upcoming full length RPG Towards The Pantheon. Players must solve puzzles, explore bizarre environments, and

make sense of the the soldier's situation. Towards The Pantheon: Escaping Eternity is a unique top down pixel art
experience that suggests at themes and lore that will be further explored in Towards The Pantheon. Towards The Pantheon:

Escaping Eternity was developed by Connor O.R.T. Linning along with pixel art by Leandro Tokarevski.
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Genre: Adventure, Casual, Free to Play, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Connor O.R.T. Linning
Publisher:
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escaping eternity endings. towards the pantheon escaping eternity

I highly recommend this game. I've played about an hour total and want people to know about it.

It doesn't quite fit the cliche of a simple to pick up yet deep platformer. It is more of a skilled puzzle platformer from the get go
and it took me a bit of time to adjust to the controls. Experiment and be patient and you'll be into it in no time (if you like
difficult platformers). I played just under an hour according to my stats and reached level 10 maybe? Bite sized levels similar to
super meat boy. Much more challenging than meat boy, although the more I get used to controls it may become easier. If you're
worried its too puzzle oriented and not skill based enough, don't worry as you need more skill to see through the execution of
your path.

The introduction of new controls (new jumps etc) is beautifully introduced in the context of the level you're in. Experiment.
Die. Think some more. Execute poorly but realise you have the right idea. Sucessfully execute. Reward. Next level.

I recommend to people who enjoy n+, meat boy, fenix rage, life of pixel, etc.

. HAHAHAHA horror Game! If you want it to laugh at it, amazing, other than that...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3eHPYww7J-s&t=1s. I do not expect much when it comes to these shovelware. The name
says it all: reference to Russians, there's football and the drunk "defenders" and homeless people in the background explain a lot
- might I say they add to the atmosphere?

It all comes in this package that is awfully familiar as it reminds me of those Flick Football games I used to play on my
smartphone. So, when you have that as a basis why not add to it? Why mishmash its various elements without coming up with
any original idea?

The levels are annoying. After the first couple of stages the number of defenders greatly increases. The only way to score a goal
is to click \/ move the mouse while the ball is in the air. This is how you translate this basic tapping action from your
smartphone into the PC language. If only there was a tutorial explaining it not to mention the needed learning curve.

No. It's just levels and achievements and all this is done in 30 minutes. As for soundtrack you'll make do with the "anchorman"
whose voice (which here only means the acknowledgement of a goal) could easily get an award for being the most annoying in
gaming history.

Avoid it if you can. There are better \/ easier \/ more interesting games (even in this "genre") you can easily complete 100%..
This is a fun, amusing, good looking VR point'n'click game which makes good use of room-scale VR and has some nice puzzles.
There is nothing too challenging and the NPCs will invariably be telling you what to do anyway but it's entertaining and worth
the price of admission. I'd definitely like to see more like this.. best sports game since wii sports

11/10. Overall, this was actually a somewhat thrilling experience. The way you get new endings is a bit confusing, but most of
them are pretty interesting and the music is on point. Thanks for sharing this with us.. I always felt that platforming games were
the default genre of gaming. With games like these, it's easy to see why.. This game is an absoulute rip off it is basically a 2d rip
off of rust legacy even though rust legacy got delted becuase not that many player wre playin it and they had the new version
atleast it had better graphics and pvp. Very Good game, realistic enough yet have it's own dreamy quality to it for a simple and
short game. Good smut, worth it espeacially if bought at a discounted price.
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Given wooden shapes (toys), some with nails, some with extra parts (read later), your goal is to wrap the toy in rope, from a
given amount, As your rope touches the toy, the area of contact is painted, the aim being to "paint" the entire toy, or at least
predetermined percentages.

The game features a few extra touches to help you on your way - such as nails to hook your rope onto, nail bombs which splat
the nearby area of effect with paint when contacted, rope bombs which (attached to the rope) splatter the area with paint when
in contact with the toy, and most importantly, the ability to wind back your rope to try again.

A truly brilliant game, and well worth the cost twice. A calming, almost minimalist gameplay style and visual makes it easier to
contemplate what you need to do to get that obsessively desired 100%. The visuals are wonderful - shaded and detailed, while an
out-of-focus background gives a feeling of containment within a world, it doesn't cramp your playing space. The audio features
simple rope creaks and paint pops, all to an asian instrumental soundtrack.

The entire gam is tied together by trees - each puzzle being a hanging ornament on your tree, and your level rating being rated
by your karma, giving the game a truly satisfying, yet calming whole.. As fun as a blank dvd. Cant get past the first screen,
prologue starts and screen turns black, almost frozen if you will. Tried reinstalling, tried adjusting the settings, no luck. :(. I
made a video review to show off some of the features and gameplay of this game!
http://youtu.be/2UfJmhkeNmo
I hope you enjoy!
Martyr. The art style is unique and loveable. The story is a hooker as well. Definetly worth to buy it when its on sale!
Overall it was a great experience although apart from the strategy you also need some luck on your side on what kind of cards
you get in the battle at the time, as they are drawn out at random.

8/10. best game ever. This game is really good and deserves more attention. It reminds me of Superhot, but without the time
feature, and with a space theme. It's currently a short game, but for that price it's totally worth it. I love the concept of playing
every scene in roomscale and having no need to walk or teleport. Good music too. Awesome!
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